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Day one, Wednesday 30th May 2018
9:00

President’s Welcome and Opening Presentation on Jurisdiction of the Year: Colombia
Evert Montero Cardenas, President, Fecoljuegos

9:45

Regional Regulatory Update
How much progress has been made over the past 12 months in the diverse jurisdictions across Latin America? Hear from regulators from the
region’s major markets, before discussing your concerns directly with them at our Country Roundtables…
• The challenges of moving from a regionally regulated market to a national framework
• Creating an equilibrium: taxation levels which control .com issues while offering domestic and international business an attractive proposition
• Blanket banning illegal operators – how has it gone so far and how effective and sustainable is it?
• Working in synchrony with operators for a sustainably regulated market

10:45
11:00

Coffee and Networking Break
Country Roundtables
Take the opportunity to sit down face-to-face with the regulator and ask them the questions that you need answers to!
There will be four, thirty-minute slots, so pick your countries wisely…
Roundtable One: Colombia
Roundtable Two: Brazil
Roundtable Three: Mexico
Roundtable Four: Argentina
Roundtable Five: Chile
Roundtable Six: Uruguay
Roundtable Seven: Paraguay
Roundtable Eight: Peru

13.00
14.00
17.00

Lunch
Guided Tours of the Exhibition – hosted by Clarion Team
END
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Day two, Thursday 31st May 2018
Online Stream - Merrick Room

Land-based Stream - Stoneman Douglas Room

9.00

“This house believes that regulating online
gambling is the only way forward” – discuss!
•	Facts and figures: how has the recent legalisation of
online gambling and influx of online operators benefited
the Colombian economy
•	How much revenue could Brazil stand to make from
regulating online gaming?
•	What could Chile stand to gain from adding online
casinos and lotteries to their market?
•	How much more profit could Mexico earn by controlling
issues with .com domains?

9.00

The (Not So) Secret Profitability of Responsible
Gambling
•	Weighing up the costs of staff training and responsible
gambling tools with the profitability of maintaining a
steady, loyal customer base
•	Understanding the links between safe play and
continued business
•	The importance of reputational issues in an operator’s
profitability

9.40

Eliminate the .com: Tools for Combatting Illegal
Online Operators
•	How effective is continuously blacklisting sites?
•	The challenges of monitoring and shutting down .com
domains
•	Taxing and regulating foreign domains to keep revenue in
and protect players
•	Does blanket banning illegal operators work or is a caseby-case approach better?
•	Where do punters from unregulated markets go to play?

9.40

Putting Responsible Gambling on the National
Agenda
•	What more needs to be done to include responsible
gambling in public policy?
•	Is responsible gambling an issue to be dealt with at
national or provincial level?
•	Should national governments get involved in the social
responsibility aspects of gambling?
•	Creating programmes for victims of gambling addiction
•	The power of teaching positive play and prevention of
gambling addiction
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Day two, Thursday 31st May 2018
Online Stream - Merrick Room
10.20

Operator Case Study: Responsible Gambling
Tools for online operators
Jesper Kärrbrink, CEO, Mr Green

Land-based Stream - Stoneman Douglas Room
10.20

Getting to the Root of the Problem: How to
Improve the Relationship Between the Gaming
and Financial Sectors
•	How can operators get a bank guarantee as part of their
licence requirements when banks do not recognise
companies which aren’t licensed?
•	The damage the banking sector’s restrictions on gaming
transactions does to the industry
•	Increasing dialogue between regulators/operators and
banks in order to improve the situation
•	Highlighting the positive that the gaming industry brings
to a country

11.00

Networking Break

11.00

Networking Break

11.20

Colombian Case Study: What has been the
experience of the first six legal online operators
in the country?

11.20

Weathering the Storm: Alternatives to cash and
credit cards to avoid heavy taxation
•	With banks in Mexico and Panama charging steep
transaction fees, as well as taxing winnings, could prepaid cards provide a solution?
•	What can operators do instead of accepting credit cards
as a form of payment given that e-wallets are not yet
regulated?
•	If the relationship between the banking and gaming
sectors continues to be poor, how will the regulator
make payments services safe in order to help operators
comply with AML regulation?
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Day two, Thursday 31st May 2018
Online Stream - Merrick Room

Land-based Stream - Stoneman Douglas Room

12.00

BgC Update: Assessing the Situation in Brazil
• What is PLS 186/2014?
•	Why have there been so many delays passing it and are
there any realistic deadlines for progress?
• Where does PL 442/91 come in?
•	How much revenue could jogo do bicho bring in if it were
legalised?
• Tackling the illegal market after all this time
•	Winfil and police raids – are repeated occurrences like
this damaging gaming’s reputation even further?

12.00

Keeping the land-based casino experience
exciting
•	The value of promotional offers spanning land-based
and online channels in acquiring and retaining customers
•	The challenges of collecting data from players versus
the benefits of harnessing big data for improved
marketing and CRM
•	Creating an engaging customer experience: on-premise
marketing
•	How much value does VR bring to the casino floor?
•	Are skill-based slots the future? How different are they
really from games of chance?

13.00

Lunch

13.00

Lunch

14.00

The Pitch (English)
From 2-3pm join us on the Exhibition Floor for an hour of
exhibitor-led content. Listen to ten-minute speeches by six
major suppliers on what they have to offer you.

14.00

Meeting and Networking Time
Take advantage of a free afternoon for meetings, informal
networking and exhibition viewing.

NB: The Pitch will be repeated in Spanish on Friday.
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Day three, Friday 1st June 2018
Present - Merrick Room

Future - Stoneman Douglas Room

9.00

Online/Offline Convergence: Launching your
product in the online space
•	Appealing marketing for both traditional and younger
audiences
•	Leveraging a loyal land-based client base through online
advertising
•	Enticing new players with free introductory online/mobile
games
•	Optimal investment in both land-based and online
portfolios for best customer retention and loyalty
•	Mobile and tablet gaming on the casino floor and live
casino for remote players

9.00

Blockchain Technology: What is it and how does
it affect gambling?
•	Digital Ledger Technology (DLT) – what is it and how
does it work?
•	Adopting cryptocurrencies: A hybrid solution for
traditional operators
•	What does a blockchain operator offer that a traditional
operator can’t?

10.10

The Exponential Growth of Mobile Gaming
•	Charting the growth of mobile gaming over the course
of 2017 – where are the opportunities?
•	Sports betting – the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow
•	Challenges with connectivity - a need to work more
closely with telecoms companies?

10.10

Addressing the Legalities: Blockchain and the
Law
• Understanding the KYC challenges associated with DLT
• Protecting the blockchain from AML
•	Which jurisdictions have legalised blockchain or awarded
licences to blockchain operators?
• How do they regulate it?

11.30

The impact of the world cup on both land-based
and online sports betting operations
• Given the surges sportsbooks see in custom with
regular sporting events, how will they handle the magnitude
of the World Cup?
• Increasing technological capacity to take more bets for
both online and land-based businesses
• An opportunity in disguise? Using the World Cup as a
chance to offer new odds and bet points

11.30

eSports – The Next Big Thing?
•	What are eSports and what demographic do they
attract?
•	Where are eSports popular at the moment and how
are land-based operators harnessing their popularity to
acquire new customers?
• How to include eSports in your offering

Networking Break

Networking Break

Day three, Friday 1st June 2018
Present - Merrick Room
11.50

13.00
14.00

Future - Stoneman Douglas Room

Operator Roundtables
•	What is the level of investment required to operate online
across Latin American jurisdictions?
•	Transition from operating in grey markets to fullyregulated markets
•	How to market effectively when adding online to your
land-based business?
•	How do you protect players on a national level?
•	Challenges of being an online operator in local
jurisdictions

11.50

Lunch

13.00

The Pitch (Spanish)
From 2-3pm join us on the Exhibition Floor for an hour of
exhibitor-led content. Listen to ten-minute speeches by six
major suppliers on what they have to offer you.

A DFS Update: A 2017 Success Story?
• A recap on Daily Fantasy Sports: what are they?
• Did DFS make its debut in Latin America last year?
• What makes a jurisdiction ready to accept DFS?
What does your future customer look like?
•	Which retail and lifestyle trends will affect future
generations gambling and spending habits?
•	Understanding how life in the digital age changes
people’s preferences and perception of what’s exciting
•	Developing a profile to marketing to new types of players
appealingly and effectively

14.00

Lunch
Meeting and Networking Time
Take advantage of a free afternoon for meetings, informal
networking and exhibition viewing.
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